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Build fast, secure, and interactive web applications using this comprehensive guideAbout This
BookLearn how to construct scalable and secure web applicationsUtilize PHP and MariaDB to
architect and create data-driven web applicationsNumerous real-time scenarios have been
implemented as examples that will lead to a better understanding of how web applications are
handledWho This Book Is ForIf you are a developer who wants to use PHP and MariaDB to build
web applications, this book is ideal for you. Beginners can use this book to start with the basics
and learn how to build and host web applications. Seasoned PHP Developers can use this book
to get familiar with the new features of PHP 5.4 and 5.5, unit testing, caching, security, and
performance optimization.What You Will LearnGrasp basic as well as advanced programming
techniques with PHP and MariaDBPerform CRUD operations, aggregations, filtering, and
joinsExecute DDL operations and work with stored procedures, stored routines, and
triggersEmploy concepts of object-oriented programming in PHPGet acquainted with the latest
features offered by PHP 5.4 and 5.5Work with unit testingConduct file operations and logging
with PHPImplement authentication and ACLsImprove performance optimization and securityIn
DetailStarting with a quick refresher of the PHP language and MariaDB database, readers will
explore concepts such as unit testing, session authentication and management, permissions
engine, caching, security, and performance optimization. Building a Web Application with PHP
and MariaDB: A Reference Guide begins with basic and advanced programming techniques in
both PHP and MariaDB, followed by specialized operations such as working with files and
directories. Next, you will be introduced to the concept of REST, and how principles of REST are
applied to host XML and JSON feeds for others to consume. This book will show readers how to
build a web application that will be an online book store. This would leverage a logging system
that keeps a track of the activity that is going on in the application.This book will help a beginner
to learn the basics of object-oriented programming with PHP and help a seasoned expert to
understand the intricacies of securing and speeding up their web applications.

"Carefully explains the foundational concepts for understanding what Vue is doingand why."--
From the Foreword by Chris Fritz, Vue Core Team MemberAn excellent hands-on introduction to
Vue.js and its ecosystem." --Alex Miller, Slalom "Practical examples make learning easy and
offer a solid foundation for your ownprojects."--Doug Warren, Java Web Services"Provides a
strong understanding of the intrinsic mechanisms of Vues.js. Priceless." --Philippe Charrière,
Clever Cloud --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorErik Hanchett is a
software developer who loves all things JavaScript.Benjamin Listwon is an experienced
designer and developer living in Seattle.
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Pethuru Raj, “designing and developing multi-tier and enterprise-class web applications from the
ground up is not an easy task due to various. Book Title: Building a Web Application with PHP
and MariaDB: A Reference GuideI got a copy of this book and took some solid time to go
through this book. The IT infrastructures are fast-evolving to be cloud-enabled, software-defined,
orchestrated, optimized, shared, and automated through the seamless and sagacious
incorporation of highly competent technologies. However the application development,
deployment and delivery complexities on the modern infrastructures are on the climb. That is,
designing and developing multi-tier and enterprise-class web applications from the ground up is
not an easy task due to various internal as well as external reasons. Therefore through the smart
leverage of potential and promising technologies and tools, how to simplify and streamline web
application implementation is therefore acquiring a lot of attention. In this book, the author has
tried to explain the various capabilities of PHP and MariaDB technologies in collaboratively
building futuristic web applications. He had started with a detailed erudition of both PHP and
MariaDB. Thereafter he had focused on the non-functional aspects (such as security, scalability,
etc.) of web applications.The first chapter is all about the CRUD Operations, Sorting, Filtering,
and Joins and the second chapter illustrates how MariaDB facilitates advanced programming.
The third chapter is allocated for explaining the nitty-gritty of PHP language for constructing
modern applications. Then the author has jumped into a practical application development. The
chapter 4 elucidates on setting up a student portal in order to expose how PHP and MariaDB
works together in bringing up highly complex web applications such as portals, etc. Thereafter
he has described how the security aspect of web application is being tackled. Caching has been
an important ingredient in any web application and the chapter 7 is fully allotted for lighting up
the vague cache technique. The chapter 8 introduces the readers to the concept of REST
architecture, followed by building a REST API for our student portal. The chapter 9 deals with an
introduction to the different security optimizations that can be performed for Apache, MariaDB,
and PHP to secure the web application. Performance is an indispensable phenomenon for any
web application and the author has taken pains in order to explain it very deeply and decisively.
The chapter 10 describes the introduction of different performance optimization techniques that
can be used to scale the application more effectively.I am sure that this book is a must for any
web application developers, application managed services professionals and performance
consultants. Further on, due to its extreme simplicity, project leaders and managers can benefit
immensely through this well-written, easy-to-grasp and use book.”

Zeeshan, “Good book for LAMP devs to refresh their syntax and learn new tricks.. This is a
reference guide, developers with knowledge of PHP, MariaDB (and/or MySQL) should get this
book as a desktop guide and also for refreshing their knowledge, since a lot of things have been
added to PHP 5+ and MariaDB, so syntax and best practices is what developers could learn



from this book. For example, there is a new short array declaration in PHP 5.4 which allows
squre brackets to be used to declare arrays. $arr2 = [1,2,3,4];This is something I learned from
the book as well. Chapter 3 of the book has more. I will not reveal it all :)Chapter 4 gives a
practical approach to building a PHP, MariaDB MVC application (Yes but don’t use it to build
another Laravel clone please !! )Chapter 8 is interesting, it covers REST API and XML Feeds,
something Web and Mobile developers would love.Overall the book is a great package for a
LAMP guy/gal, but I feel for a reference guide there needs to be more content. But nevertheless
a must have for PHP, MariaDB developers, this book certainly teaches you a few new tricks.”

Hrishikesh, “Good for All. I have got this book to review. I have gone through most of chapters, its
good for beigner who wants to learn PHP with MariaDB.And its also for web developer. It covers
from basic level to expert level. It covers various major sections in depth like, Optimization,
REST, Joins, Sorting, CRUD operation etc.”

The book by Erik Hanchett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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